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Mandatory athletic fee consideredl
by John Donnelly
The UMO athletic department is considering a
mandatory $10 athletic fee to defray the rising costs of
running the intramural program, the director of
recreational sports said Thursday.
Director David M. Ames said the proposal is "in the
planning stages" and wouldn't be submitted to the
UMaine Board of Trustees "for at least a full year."
The proposed $10 athletic fee would pump about
$100,000 a year into the program.
"We're at a point of no return right now," Ames said
Thursday, discussing the intramural program.
The fee would be similar to the present $12.50
semester activity fee, which is channelled through
Student Government, Ames said. The fee, he added,
would also be on the students' bill.
"We want to wait and see what route to take. We
want to write something that has a chance going
through," he said.
Nothing is being done on the proposal now, Ames
said, because "so many other things are going on. We
want to wait and draw up a good proposal that could be
approved by the Board of Trustees," he said.
The proposal is coming in the wake of a $20 semester
fee, implemented this year, for use of the universal
RYTn•
"I don't go along with it," Ames said recently. "I
hate to see us charging for every little thing. We don't
like to nickel and dime students."
Presently, $20 semester fees are charged for the
universal and the Nautilus.
Ames estimated that 6,000 to 6,500 students are
involved in intramural or club sports programs. He said
the program has an $11,300 budget.
"There are so many services that could be provided
to the students. But the University is taking money
away from us," he said. "Students realize now they're
not getting facilities and money from the state. We're
not going to be getting University-appropriated money.
"If everyone paid a $10 a year fee, that's a lot of
money for programs or facilities. Everyone would be
paying their fair share, sort of like the United Way,"
Ames said.
Ames said there were five major areas where the
athletic department needed funding: locker rooms area
for the weight machines; raquetball courts; outside
field space, especially for women programs; and
storage space.
"It would also open up the possibility to pay students
who officiate games." he said. He added that some of
the programs would also get funding.
Ames said many other universities have an athletic
activity fee. "We're the only school in the Yankee
Conference that doesn't have it. For example, UNH has
a $15 fee, most of which goes to the recreation area."
He said the University of Illinois recently enacted a
$75 athletic fee and built a recreational sports facility
that cost approximately $I 1 million from it.
"A lot of students I've talked with are feeling that
this is the way to go. It's a time where the University
community should look at the program and do
something about it," he said.
Ames said he wanted input from the students on the
situation.
"What are we going to do? Should we cut programs
or raise more money? How are we going to raise that
money? We expected to get more programs going all
the time. But we have just so much money. How are we
going to run it?
"It's time to present this in the open as much as
possible. We're at a dead end," he said.
On stage
Alan Strang. played by Kevin O'Leary. worships
'Nugget.  [Bob Yoder) in Wednesday's production of
Equus. The Maine Masque performance drew a full
house last night and will run through Saturday.
Review on puke 14 (photo hv Arthur Kettle)
Neville begins review
of Buddhist's complaint
by John Donnelly
The case of a UMO student who refuses
to take a required course because it
violates her religious and moral principals
was scheduled this morning by President
Howard R. Neville.
Details and the outcome of the meeting
were not available by press time.
Michele Earltinez. a 23-year-old Zen
Buddhist and a two-year animal medical
technology major, said the course, lab-
oratory animal care. "needlessly sacri-
fices" animals after they're used for
experiments.
The lab, which involves drawing blood
and clipping ears ot rats, rabbits and other
small animals, is required for animal
medical technology majors.
Neville said Thursday that the meeting
would take place between Earltinez and
her legal representatives. Student Legal
Services, and himself.
Earltinez said she would file suit against
the University if she wasn't allowed to keep
her laboratory animals alive after the
course.
Jud Esty-Kendall. Earltinez's lawyer,
said Thursday that the appeal to the
president is the last one possible within the
University.
Esty-Kendall said he had "no idea"
what would transpire from the meeting.
Neville echoed Esty-Kendall's state-
ment. "I couldn't tell you on the record or
off the record." he said. "I have no idea
what will happen."
"I feel it should be settled right on
campus. I think it would be ridiculous if it
wasn't," Esty-Kendall said.
Earltinez had offered several proposals
to keep her laboratory animals alive after
they are used for experiments to John H.
Wolford, chairman of Animal and Veter-
inary Sciences.
She said she would either take care of
her animals after the course, pay for the
animals or provide her own animals.
!continued to page 61
Worldwide disarmament
seen in future by scientist
by Kim Marchegiam
The age of nuclear power has increased
the chance of modern warfare and makes
arms control and eventual disarmament
necessary. a California scientist said here
Thursday.
Scientist Herbert York. director of the
science technology and government pro-
gram at the University of California at San
Diego, told UMO's Phi Beta Kappa honor
society that modern wartare nas cnabgea
from a technical to a political issue.
York said he is optimistic that a universal
arms agreement "may really finally be
possible." York has been a Pentagon
consultant on arms control since 1943.
Nuclear weapons have drastically altered
the conduct of war, he said.
"Before the atomic bomb, it was a
matter of numbers and force. Enough
troops in a certain spot could defeat the
enemy." he explained. "The U.S. was not
too concerned at this time. We were
separated by an ocean and bordered by
friendly neighbors."
The bomb's development in 1945
ushered in the age of mass warfare, he
commented.
"We were then able to package two to
three million times the destructive force of
old-time warfare more compactly than
ever," he said. The time scale was also
affected, as planes became more powerful
and spcedier, he added.
"Today we are talking about firing or
exchanging missiles with countries half a
world away in terms of seconds." he said.
These changes have made warfare no
longer a mechanical problem but a political
one, he said. To keep both sides from
initiating war, deterents were introduced.
continued to page 61
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Lowsiown
Friday, October 27
7 and 930 pm MUAB movie The Last Days
of Man on Earth 10, English-Math
8 p m Devonsquare, Damn Yankee
8 p m. Contra Dance "The Old Gray Goose.-
Steen Commons
8.15 p in Equus. Hauck Auditorium
Saturday. October 28
7 and 9 30 p m MUAB movie "Family Plot "
101 English-Math Building
8 15 p.m Equus, Hauck Auditorium
Sunday, October 29
3 p.m. Sound Spectacular, UMO bands
Memorial Gym
7 p m Thriller Film Festival The Third Mar "
101 English-Math Building.
7 p m MUAB Movie • Reap the Wild Wind
BCC Student Union
8 p.m. Celebration Mime Ensemble "Chris-
topher Columbus." Hauck Auditorium
Monday. October 30
Noon Sandwich Cinema The Bioxharr
Tapes " North Lown Room. Memorial Union
4 p.m. Maine Peace Action Committee
meeting. The map,es
7 30 p.m. Movie • Night Watch. ' with Stephen
King as guest speaker StOrlder Complex
cafeteria
8 p m Britton Sisters Damn Yankee
Officers want evaluation 'checked'
by John Donnelly
Two campus police officers said Thurs-
day that the committee evaluating a police
department report should "cheek" the
department at a later date to see if the
report's recommendations are being im-
plemented.
The committee, named the Police and
Safety Department Consultant Evaluation
Committee, is reviewing a UMPD evalu-
ation that was written last summer by
Jerrold Witsil, director of security at
Princeton University.
"Are we going to come back and check
on this stuff?" H. Ross Moriarty, director
of Residential Life, asked the committee.
"We're not going to let this thing sit,"
responded UMPD officer Gerald Scott.
"We're going to come back and check the
recommendations."
The meeting, held in Memorial Union's
1912 Room, was the sixth out of nine
scheduled.
Of the nine committee members, five are
from the police department, including the
chairman, UMPD Director Alan Reynolds.
After the meeting, Walter Stilphen,
acting UMPD shop steward for Teamsters
Local 48, furthered Scott's comments.
"Things said in that committee aren't to
criticize. They're to improve. That's why
we want to meet again in six months—to
make sure things improve.
"We assume the Pv.sident will act on
the recommendations in good faith, and
the department will then have to carry
them out," Stilphen said.
The committee's evaluation of Witsil's
recommendations will be presented to
President Howard R. Neville. One of the
recommendations is that Neville will
submit, in writing, his philosophy on the
police department's role.
One of the committee's decisions
Thursday was that Neville would submit
his philosophy "immediately" after the
recommendations are presented to him.
The Thursday meeting dealt with putting
"time frames" on previously accepted
recommendations.
One other discussion at the meeting
evolved around creating a new job
description for a second UMPD detective.
Although there has been a second
detective in the past, presently Terry
Burgess is the only department member
filling the position.
"We should create a whole new job
description," said Reynolds. Witsil
recommended in the report that the second
detective's title be crime prevention
officer.
"It's impossible to do that at this time,"
countered Stilphen. "We can't agree on a
description because of our stand in
collective bargaining. It's collective bar-
gaining's decision to make the job
description," he said.
Despite the objection, the committee
voted to accept Witsil's recommendation,
five to two, with Stilphen and Scott,
presenting a dissenting opinion.
"Any move in this area may be
considered as a violation in collective
bargaining," Stilphen said.
The main focus of Witsil's report was on
the communication breakdown between
the UMPD administration and officer,
police sources said.
Report says University in-state tuition
second lowest rate in New England
by Peter Phelan
UMO charges the second lowest in-state
tuition and required fees of the "major"
New England state universities and land
grant colleges, according to a recently
released National Association of State
Universities and Land Grant Colleges
report.
The University of Massachusetts at
Amherst was New England's lowest. The
New England region had the highest
average tuition and required fees figure in
the country (both in-state and out).
Winterport Boot Shop
49 Main St.
Downtown Bangor
The Most Comprehensive
Boot Selection in Maine
DISCOUNT
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The other campuses of the University of
maine system were included in the survey,
and all have lower tuition and required
fees, but they were not used by the
NASULGC to calculate median charges.
UMO had the third highest non-resident
tuition and required fees in New England.
The median cost to attend a major public
university in the United States this year is
52,221, up from the I.977
-78's $2,061—a
7.8 percent increase. This is 1 percent
more than the 6.8 percent cost of living
increase in the United States, as indicated
by the Consumer Price Index.
The University of Connecticut at Storrs
was the only New England university listed
that didn't increase resident or non-resi-
dent charges this year. UMass Amherst
was the only other University that didn't
increase non-resident and required fees.
The median total charges for major
university resident undergraduates, ac-
cording to NASULGC, has risen 71.2
percent since 1969-70 (52,221 from $1,297)
when they first began to monitor costs.
N( n
-residents pay a median of $3,406,
compared to $1,910 in 1969-70 for an
increase of 78.3 percent. The greatest
increases came in 1977-78 an increase in
the median of $194 (a 10.14 percent
increase) for residents and for non-resi-
dents, the increase was $288 (10.03
percent).
Electrolysis!
Isn't it about time you did something about
your unwanted facial hair? Get a professional's
opinion about permanent hair removal.
•X•ii 'wide? (( .W174"/a..4
Experienced Electrolysis Specialists
412 State Street—Wing Park 942-0781
Invite the bunch...
Mix a great, big bucket full of
Open House Punch
Serves 32... tastes like a super cocktail!
Greatest drink ever invented! Mix a batch in advance,
add ice and 7UP at the last minute serve the crowd
right out of the bucket! Smooth 'n delicious. Wow!
Recipe
One fifth Southern Comfort
3 quarts 7UP
6 oz fresh lemon juice
One 6-oz can frozen orange Juice
One 6-oz can frozen lemonade
Chill ingredients Mix in bucket
adding 7UP last Add a few drops
food coloring (optional) and Stir
lightly Add ice orange lemon
slices Looks arid tastes great'
You know it's got to be good. when it's made with
Southern Comfort
SOUTHERN COMFORT CORPORATION 100 PROOF I IOUEUR. ST TOWS. MO 63132
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Feelings of disabled reflected in play
by Debbie Zeigler
"Don't call me deaf and dumb. I'm not
dumb. I can do anything I want to; I just
can't hear...
"My mom said to never be ashamed of
it. Its something I've got to live with.
"If! want to have a parry. I'll have a
party. What's going to stop me? It won't be
this wheelchair."
"They want to work; they want to have
families; they have rights too."
These are some of the feelings of the six
disabled persons in a play called "As
Others See Us," a drama in which the
characters sure their thoughts and
experiences about being disabled. The play
was performed at the Hilltop Conference
Center October 17.
certain words.
He said society thinks of handicapped
people as "less" and "not being able to do
certain things. Society doesn't give them
credit for the things they can do," he said.
"I always felt less than the other kids.
But my family gave a great amount of love
and understanding. They were a source of
great strength," he said.
Blanchard got married this summer, and
he said his wife urged him to get involved
with the play, he said.
"I just wanted to stay at my job at
Eastern Maine Medical Center. It was so
stable. Why should I shake up my life?" he
said. Mark transported patients from floor
to floor at the medical center. He said the
job was easy but boring.
Graduated from Husson College in 1973,
he said he was never able to sell himself
'I'm not dumb, I just can't hear.'
Written by Burton Alho and Beth
Hartment, the script was written from
interviews with each of the disabled
people. Alho and Hartman conducted
taped conversations with the handicapped
persons about their lives and disabilities,
and the persons interviewed are the same
who act in the play.
Patricia Brown, a 19-year-old member of
the cast, is deaf. She lost her hearing at
three when she suffered from viral
pneumonia.
"Being deaf never bothered me. A lot of
people avoid deaf people. We're not going
to bite," she said.
She said it's easy to communicate with a
deaf person. There are gestures, and one
can always use writing, she said.
"But then," she said. "some deaf
people will avoid hearing people." If
someone makes fun of her signing, she
said, she gets upset.
Brown enjoys all types of winter sports
and has a driver's license. She said the
deaf have less accidents than people with
hearing because they concentrate more on
their driving.
She said deaf people understand body
language better than other people. It's
very normal for a deaf person to be able to
interpret this type of communication, she
said.
She said she never wanted to go to a
special school, although she did. She
wanted to go with her friends to public
school in a bus and not be taken to school in
a taxi, and this feeling comes out strongly
in the play.
Someday she would like to become a
photographer or a camerawoman. She
studied photography at the Rochester
School of Technology in Rochester. N.Y.
She teaches a night class in sign
language at Bangor High School.
Mark Blanchard, another actor in the
play. had polio when he was 13 months old.
He said one thing that bothers him is that
he caught it "so damn close to when that
vaccine came out." Mark had polio in 1951
and the polio vaccine came out within
months after he contracted the disease.
"My problem, other than my 10 pound
brace, is my speech," he said. Blanchard
stutters and has difficulty in speaking
during a job interview.
"I never had enough confidence in
myself," he said.
"My biggest regret throughout the years
is not being able to play sports." he said.
"I've got a real competitive spirit."
Jim Greenleaf, 31, is the paraplegic
member of the cast. A husky man, Jim was
26 when he was in a car accident that left
him paralyzed from the waist down.
"I remember stopping for gas. and the
next thing I remembered. I was waking up I
in an ambulance. They told me I hit a
bridge, and, you know, bridges don't move
when you hit them," he said.
He was studying art at the University but
he said, "You can't make any money at it
until you're dead."
Greenleaf decided he wants to work for
his doctorate in sexology and help
paraplegics with sexual problems.
"Some have real problems, especially
men, after becoming disabled," he said.
Greenleaf said his wife is "super." He
said he knows men whose wives have left
after their husbands become disabled.
In the play, Greenleaf tells a story of
taking his wheelchair through a carwash.
"I got lit last summer, and I decided my
wheelchair was dirty. so I took it down to
the carwash and ran it through with me in
it. The hot water and soap wasn't bad, but
that wax job was a bitch," he said.
"I can be just as crazy sitting down as I
was when I was standing up," he said.
Greenleaf was a sheet metal mechanic
foreman before his accident. He traveled
all over the country and world with his wife
and son building gas stations and eating
places, such as Kentucky Fried Chicken
restaurants. "I built Stacey's Fuel Mart in
Brewer in 13 days," he said.
The deaf interpreter for the play is
Victoria Adams. She stands off to the side
and signs every word spoken during the
play.
Both of Adams's parents were deaf, and
she remembers other people making fun of
her father.
"My father used to work in a factory.
One man used to make fun of him all the
time. But later that man got married and
had a baby who couldn't hear," she said.
Frank Lebree of Old Town has had seven
operations on his spine. Forty-two years
ago he was born with curvature of the
IF IT'S
SKI WEAR
& IT'S GOOD
WE'VE GOT IT ALL!
EDELWEISS
Baseball style ski
jacket $72
EDELWEISS Bib
overalls 58 50
BLI\OTS
.418‘.
%IP
spine.
He said he's doing the play to help other
people who have the same problems as
-he—"to help them get a job."
Lebree said he can't read or write, which
hinders him in getting good employment.
He said he's also a recovered aicoholic.
"I guess it call came about as a result of
my first handicap," he said. At times,
Lebree said, he contemplated suicide.
"But what about the people left
behind?" he said. "You have to think of
them. There's always people worse off
than me."
"I get depressed a lot," he said.
"Before, I used to drink a lot. Now, I like to
go for a walk or call a friend. That helps
[continued to page 61
GET YOUR KIT TOGETHER!
Frostline Kits are easy to sew,
inexpensive, outdoor equipment
kits. Down vests, parkas,
sleeping bags; tents, packs, etc.
All offered at a
SPECIAL STUDENT DISCOUNT
when ordered through the
S.T.O.R.M. workshop. Individual
instructions and sewing machines
available. Catalogues available at
ihe front desk of each dorm, the
Student Union and the Craft Center
For information ordering contact:
Susan Whitby
320 Penob. 581-7186
SKI SUGARLOAF U.S.A.
SEASON PASSES
Regular Now
$275.00 1/2 $137.50
PRICE
IF PURCHASED BEFORE NOV. 1
ON SALE at the Athletic business offices- Memorial Gym from 9-5 daily.
Did you know that the SKI RACK will open it's new
store at the Maine Square Mall Thanksgiving weekend.
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Financial fiasco
Viewed in light of the critical treatment it
received, the Capricorn conference was more
than simply an unnecessary waste of money—it
was a fiasco.
Much to the chagrin of top administrators on
campus, rank and file members of the
conference—department chairmen—criticized
everything from the water to the scheduled
programs.
But President Howard R. Neville's early
departure from the three-day meeting was the
real focal point for criticism—and rightfully so.
Neville's absence after the first night (He was
scheduled for two days.) left a bad taste in the
mouths of remaining officials. They openly
attacked his absence as counter-productive to the
meeting's objective.
By leaving, Neville was in effect saying the
conference was not important enough to warrant
his presence for two days. Quite a slap in the face
to those remaining, including his vice
presidents.
Considering the conference cost about $5,000
and demanded three days from 60 of the
University's highest officials, Neville's priorities
must indeed be high.
But his reason for fluttering away so suddenly
remains a secret. Neville hung up during a
Campus interview before his destination could
be learned. And no one else, not even the vice
president for Academic Affairs, who planned and
attended the conference, would reveal his reason
for leaving.
The succinct remarks of one department
chairman tell the story: "He's (Neville) the chief
decision maker. You take him out and all you
have is a bunch of non-decision makers."
But Neville's absence wasn't the only sore
point of the meeting. Several persons felt the
venture was unproductive and at times, even
"downright boring."
While conferences play an educational and
beneficial role in scholastic life, the -retreat to
Capricorn" was a mistake from the beginning.
As we said weeks before the meeting was
held, the same results could be achieved on
campus. There was no reason to transplant
administrators 110 miles away in a
"University-owned resort, which one official,
upon returning, said had "dumpy facilities."
Aside from the possible income earned by
renting it to an outside organization those three
days, the University paid for travel costs and
room and board fees.
If it were held on campus, the cost would have
been tremendously reduced. It seems hardly
worth it to travel two and one-half hours and
spend three days at a cost of $5,000 for a
"downright boring- conference.
The money matter, according to one official,
was of little consequence since the funds already
were earmarked for travel expenses.
Even so, a case can be made for more
appropriate use of the money, by sending
persons to a conference where the option for a
campus location does not exist.
And if none could be found, then what's so
terrible about just saving the money and carrying
a surplus until a worthwhile need arose?
The 'Bit of the Bavarian" advertised in the
Capricorn's brochure turned into a bit of the bull
manure last week as the University's skill in
wasting money was adroitly illustrated.
The problems that occurred during the
conference were only incidental to its failure.
The real fault to the Capricorn fiasco lies in the
initial stages of its planning.
In the future, the University would do better to
show students, faculty and the people of Maine a
little more planning and foresight in how it
spends our money.
Gym fee and cold pizza
The mandatory $10 athletic fee proposal that
Dave Ames and other UMO officials have been
discussing behind closed doors deserves to stay
there—behind closed doors.
Ames is considering asking the UMaine Board
of Trustees to jack up student bills $10, with the
extra money going to his financially troubled
sports department.
In considering this proposal, Ames assumes
all students use the gym, and for an equal
amount. That is, of course, ridiculous. Many
students on this campus never go near the gym
and don't want to. To tax them $10 would go over
like a cold pizza. This "flat-rate" billing proposal
belongs in the circular file.
Ames does illuminate a large concern, though.
With inflation and decreased state funding,
UMO's gym and athletic programs can't survive
without more money.
We propose a "user fee," perhaps $25, to be
charged to everybody who wants to buy a "gym
pass." This would be similar to the sports pass
now used for admission to athletic contests. The
user fee could be included in the fall bill with the
The Maine Campus is • twice-weekly newspaper
published at the University of Maine at Orono
Editorial and tusiness offices are located in 106
Lord Hall, Orono, Maine , 04473. Tel
207-581-7531 Adverti•ing and Subscription rates
available on request. Printed at the Ellsworth
American, Ellsworth, Maine. 04605
stipulation that, if a student didn't want it, he
could check the appropriate box and deduct $25
from his bill.
Ame's proposal is far-sighted and not unusual
in the college world. Many universities across
the country have been forced to charge user fees
to its customers. They've found it necessary to
keep up with the cost of living. Either that or
drastically cut back gym hours, and we doubt
students want that.
The student activity fee is $25 a year for all
students. Student Government benefits nearly
everyone though, so it's easier to justify.
Intramural sports benefit thousands of people
at UMO, but not nearly as many, probably, as
benefit from Student Government services.
Therefore, the athletic proposal cannot be
justified on the grounds that "Student
Government does it, so can we."
Additional revenue will be needed in years
ahead to maintain the high quality of Ame's
programs. But it shouldn't come from those who
don't use the gym.
If you don't dance to the music, there's no
reason why you should have to pay the piper.
Maine Campus
The University of Maine at Orono's student newspaper since 1875
BOB GRANGER
Editor
David Karvelas Managing Editor
John Donnelly. News Editor
Andrea Cronkhe, Copy Editor
Den Warren Special Protects Editor
Arthur Kettle, Photo Editor
Doug Bailey, Features Editor
Greg Bens Sports Editor
Dave Nelson. Cartoonist
Commentary
by Tammy Eves
Stereotyping
I left political science class last Wed-
nesday after a stirring lecture by niy
professor about stereotyping.
Outside the door. I ran into Bubbah, an
old high school acquaintance. Bubbah had
been a great football player in high school.
which I've always thought must have been
the only reason he graduated. He didn't
know much else. He mispronounced words
like "bosom," which can be embarrassing
when you're reading Shakespeare aloud.
I told Bubbah about the lecture, and he
said he agreed, stereotyping wasn't nice
"I know a black," he said.
I asked, "Can you believe some people
still think all blacks have natural rhythm?"
"Yeah, they're not all as good as Sammy
Davis Jr.," he said. "I get all misty when
he sings 'Mr. Bojangles.' "
I told Bubbah that we had talked about
women drivers in class.
"It's true, you know." he said.
"That women are bad drivers?" I asked.
"Mr. Bojangles. Sammy's been there."
"But do you think women are bad
drivers?"
"Only the flighty ones," said Bubbah.
"Flighty women can't take any responsi-
bilities.''
"I guess that rules out the White House
then."
"Yeah. We could never have a woman
president. She could never make any
important decisions—especially during
that time.
"That time?"
"You know, once a month. She'd be too
emotional."
I couldn't help thinking I'd heard that
somewhere before.
—Tell me Bubbah," I said, "are you as
equally unbiased toward other interest
groups?"
"Sure. I like Jews. but I wouldn't want
to be one. Especially around Christmas
time. Jews don't get presents then, you
know."
"Sammy Davis Jr. is a Jew," I pointed
out.
"Really? Mr. Bojangles is still the
best."
"What about Puerto Ricans. Bubbah?"
"I don't know any I guess," he said.
"What do they look like?" I tried to come
up with some examples, but he interrupted
me.
"That reminds me. My mother said
some of our silverware is missing, and she
had to fire the maid."
I sighed, and Bubbah left to join a game
of touch football. I thought what a jerk he
was. I wondered how anyone could be like
Bubbah anymore—until I realized that I
might not be so different.
Bubbah stereotypes women, blacks and
Jews, and I stereotype Bubbahs.
Even in high school, I had always agreed
with Woody Allen's theory: those who can,
do: those who can't, teach; and those who
can't teach, teach gym.
I guess it just seemed my prejudices
were fashionable and Bubbah's weren't.
I remember reading something once
about casting the first stone, which I never
really thought much about before.
I had criticized Bubbah for being dumb,
even though I knew I had done my share of
dumb things. I once tried to heat up cocoa
in plastic cups on a hot stove burner. I
thought it would save time.
I still don't agree with Bubbah's views
on minorities (especially about Sammy
Davis Jr.), but the next time I begin to
criticize Bubbah's intellect, I'll just
remember those melting cocoa cups.
And I'll remember that, most likely,
there's a little bit of Bubbah in everybody.
Melody Foster, Business Manager
Kurt G Anderson, Adverfosog Manager
Dianna Benner. Production Manager
Lorl Dombek, Advertising Artist
Sales Representatives Linda McClellan,
Peter Dionne, Roger Nadeau. Sandy
Raynes, Scot Lingley, Jane Archibald
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Amazed by rationale
To the Editor:
Once again, I am amazed by
the administration of this Uni
versity. 1 would like to know more
of the details concerning the
rationale behind the sudden need
for $2 to $5 million for construc-
tion of new married-student
("family") housing.
A little less than two years ago I
joined with a number of my fellow
tenants to oppose a move by the
Board of Trustees to sell the
University-owned apartments in
Old Capehart, Bangor. The action
had already been pending for well
over a year, awaiting the results
of an attempt by the Bangor
Tenants' Union to form a student
tenants housing-cooperative.
The co-operative effort failed to
gain the enthusiasm and support
of the tenants primarily because
of the transitory lives of students
and because the proposed co-op
required a minimum $60 per
month rent increase as well as a
minimum of $250 to $300 initial
membership "share". Eventu-
ally, the administration "benev-
olently" retained ownership but
turned total control and manage-
ment of the units over to the
Bangor Housing Authority,
previously the business middle-
man between the tenants and the
University.
The housing in Capehart con-
sists of 107 units, primarily
three-bedroom apartments, some
with and some without base-
ments. The units were obtained
from the GSA in the early 70s at
what would today be considered a
bargain price (around SI million)
on a 20-year mortgage, at what
again would now be considered a
bargain interest rate.
The units are approximately 15
years old, originally constructed
as military housing for the
now-defunct Dow Air Force base.
The housing shows about normal
wear and tear for fifteen years of
age but are basically in good
shape and unquestionably a bar-
gain for a Bangor rental.
Unfortunately, they have
barely been maintained these last
few years, with insulation (blow. 
type)installed in the attics only
this past year and a fresh exterior
paint job—sorely needed—
completed on most units this past
summer. Following the acquisi-
tion of total management, the
Housing Authority levied a rent
increase of about $45 across the
board, and ugly rumor has it that
another large increase is in store
for Jan. 1, 1979.
For far less than $2 to $5
million at high interest rates, the
Capehart units could be improved
and spruced-up—and they're not
deteriorated derelicts now
anyway. We tenants offered to sit
down with the Board of Trustees
to work out ways in which we
could help the University keep
costs down and to fit the housing
more into the mainstream of
University activity.
No soap. We were told by
several board members that they
questioned the morality of pro-
viding married-students with
c-Guest commentary
"affordable" housing? What
gives? Why not restore the
housing now owned to an official
University housing status, get the
non-University people planted in
by the Housing Authority out
and make the most of what is
already owned?
Some of that $2 to $5 million
could finance a dandy, new,
much-needed parking lot—or that
can't-live-without-it performing
arts center.
Sincerely,
S. Scott Lucas
Bangor
reader's opinion
The Campus encourages letters from
readers. To be published, letters must be
signed and include an address. Names will
be withheld only in special circumstances.
Brief letters are advised and all are
subject to editing for grammar, good taste
and available ice.
Wants coverage
To the Editor:
Since becoming a student here
in September, I have thoroughly
enjoyed reading your excellent
paper. As a member of the
Women's Varsity Volleyball team
however, I have been greatly
disappointed by the coverage
given women's athletics, Volley-
ball in particular. Each week I
open to the sports page, expect-
ing to see an article on our
previous weekend's matches, but
it's always the same story.
Articles about football, soccer,
and cross-country are everpresent
while volleyball is continually
overlooked. Our team is presently
undefeated in the state, and we
have an overall record of 20-3.
Women athletes work equally as
hard as men, and deserve equal
• •C
coverage. 1-rom now on, let's give
credit where credit is due. Let's
see some support for women's
teams as well as the men's.
Sincerely,
Linda S. Scibilia
235 Androscoggin Hall
'True pearl'
To the Editor:
Three cheers for Eric Herlan, a
true pearl among swine.
Jill K. Welch
Dept. of Foreign Languages
and Classics
Jeff Schiro--Th
A turkey and an accounting test
1 glanced up at my ringing alarm clock, and 6:30
a.m. seemed a bit unreasonable. In protest, i decided
to sleep just 10 more minutes.
Famous last words. When I looked up at my clock
again, it read 11:30. "My God," I thought, "10
minutes is getting longer these days." Finally my
sense of awareness reawakened. I felt my heart pound
repeatedly.
"Stop it," I said. "there is nothing to get nervous
over. So I'm a little late, what's three and a half
hours? So I didn't have my Wheaties, and, big deal. I
missed my accounting test. I still have two years of
college to.. My accounting test... I missed my
accounting test...AUGHHH!"
Frantically. I threw on my clothes and ran to my
accounting teacher's office. I would now have to take
a dreaded make-up test. But what will I give him as
my reason for missing the test?
I know, I'll tell him I locked myself in my room.
Wait, ummmm..."Breakfast made me sick." Totally
probably, that's what I'll tell him, breakfast made me
sick, and I had the turkey trots. Perfect!
1 continued towards Professor Deviant's office. I
opened the department door and stepped in. It
smelled like a barber shop. A secretary was sitting at
a desk in the center of the room staring at me. She
looked like a pigeon. I slowly approached her.
"Ah, is Professor Deviant in?"
"Why?" she snapped.
"Well, you see, 1 missed a test this morning."
She gave me a cold stare. "You missed an
accounting test? Just stand there while I get
Thateus."
She leaned over and mumbled something into an
intercom. Almost immediately, Professor Deviant
entered the room and addressed the secretary.
"What's wrong, Thelma?"
Pigeon lady paused a moment and then announced,
"This boy missed your test. Just didn't go."
Before I could say anything, Professor Deviant
directed me to his office. I knew Thelma the pigeon
lady was snickering under her breath.
"Well son," said Professor Deviant, "what's your
name?"
"Jeff..."
"Not that name." he interrupted, "your real
name."
"Oh, urn, Jeffrey Graio..."
"I want your college name," he yelled.
"oh, my college name.. .you mean 004-48-6249."
"What else," he said. "Now, why did you miss my
test?"
"Oh my god," I thought. I was so nervous I forgot
why I missed the test.. .1 knew I had planned
something about turkey trots.
"I was attending a turkey trot sir."
"A what?"
1 then realized what I had said
"ah...silly me.. .did I say turkey trot? What I meant
to say was turkey funeral. You see, I had this pet
turkey who died early, early this morning. In all
respect to Elmer, we had to have his funeral right
away. He was a good turkey, a mighty fine boy."
"I see," he sniffled.
"Poor Elmer. He was only 2-years-old, you know. A
real credit to his nest. And..."
"I found a baby sparrow once." mumbled Deviant.
You once found a sparrow?" I exclaimed, "then
you understand how I feel."
"Oh, yes," he weeped. "Why don't you take
tomorrow off, too, We'll re-schedule the test another
time. I'm sure you're too choked up now."
"Why thank you, sir. Come to think of it, I did want
to attend services for Elmer tomorrow, and I am
choked up,"
I calmly got up from my chair and walked out of the
office.
It was now 1 p.m., and although I had just missed
an anthropology test, I wasn't worried. That one will
be a cinch.
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• Scientist says warfare 'political'
!continued from page 11
One deterent is the idea of retaliation.
"We adopt a military policy where, if
attacked, the enemy knows revenge will be
as strong or stronger." he said.
This is complicated by the entry of other
countries into the arms race.
"It is no longer a Soviet vs. U.S. debate.
That bi-polar situation no longer exists."
Deterents IA ere not enough, and they
could not effectively maintain the peace
"indefinitely," York said, so negotiations
for arms control and disarmament began.
• Buddhist
(continued from page II
Earltinez further said that in any case
she would have the animals checked by a
veterinarian.
The University, in a March 9 letter to
Earltinez, listed two reasons for denying
her request: precedent would be set if she
was given preferential treatment, and it
would violate HEW guidelines.
An HEW animal welfare officer, Dr. Rbv
Kinard. disputed the University claim that
Earltinez's proposals would violate federal
guidelines.
Kinard said in September, "I wrote back
(to the University). saying it's hogwash
and doesn't violate our regulations. They
shouldn't come out saying something like
that."
Earltinez, who researched her case a
year ago last October, said earlier.
"They're infringing upon my moral and
religious beliefs. I believe that human and
non-human lives are equally valuable. You
don't need to sacrifice those animals."
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Starting with Truman. and more so with
each succeeding president. there has been
an effort to curb the development and use
of nuclear weapons and to bring about
eventual disarmament, he said.
"The first step is control of the arms
race," he said. "We are jointly managing
the race with the Soviet Union. This
prevents instabilities from arising in our
relationship and prevents any mistakes."
It also helps to slow down nuclear
weapon production, he commented.
York said much has been achieved
through arms talks, particularly in the
areas of construction of the weapons, the
delivery vehicles used for the arms and
location of nuclear weapons.
"In the early 60s, we were able to gain a
moratorium on nuclear testing and follow-
ing this, a partial ban that is still in effect,"
he explained. "The talks going on in
Geneva now are aimed at working out
details of a comprehensive or total ban."
The Strategic Arms Limitation Talks
dealt with the development of delivery
systems for the weapons and again
managed to prevent any new systems from
being built.
"We are now involved in SALT II, which
is aimed at making both sides equal in
force in terms of number of nuclear
weapons," he said, "but who can agree on
what is equal?"
• Play depicts
[continued from page 31
me.
Someday he said he would like to have
his own pizza and sub shop, he said.
Another character in the play is June
Hartford. Her handicap, a damaged
cerebellum, is not a noticable as the others'
disabilities.
"But I can make it," she said. "I always
believe there are things you can over-
come."
Melissa Jones is blind, has diabetes and
is arthritic. She will not be able to start the
tour as she is in the hospital recovering
from a heart attack.
In her place, Betty Glanville will
perform. She said it's not hard to play a
blind person. She has a relative who is
Oftor o#Pir•• OCT. 31 1978
Restaurants
Be my guest'
Simply present this card to your waitress
and she'll bring you a hoe
CARD 0000 AT THIS LOCATION ONLY ONE CUSTOMER PER
COUPON PER VISIT TO SE EATEN ON THE PREMISES CASH
VALUE I/20 oil CiNT.
Other treaties have dealt with bans on
the placement of nuclear weapons in
outerspace, in Antarctica, on the ocean
bottom and in Latin America.
"The next step, and it looks like we are
finally getting close to it, is disarmament,"
York said. "It will be the first time actual
disarmament instead of just controls will
be discussed, and I'm convinced that both
sides are ready and willing to come to
terms with it."
Herbert York
Correction
A story about state Senate candi-
date Dana C. Devoe, R-Orono, which
appeared in the Wednesday, Oct. 25,
issue of the Campus ("Local candi-
dates square off') contained two
incorrect statements.
Devoe co-sponsored a bill two
years ago that would have resulted in
the construction of a new education
building at the University of Maine
at Farmington and a pulp and paper
facility at UMO. The buildings,
however, were never erected; the
referendum for their construction
was voted down. The article said the
buildings had been erected.
Second, Devoe said he is not being
considered for a place on the State
Appropriations Committee, as was
reported in the article.
The Campus apologizes for the
inconvenience.
V.A. note
From Oct. 16 to 18. all persons
receiving Veterans Administration
educational benefits were required
to verify their school attendence at
the Office of Veteran's Affairs,
Wingate Hall. If those who did not
report at that time have not signed
up by Monday. their VA benefits will
be terminated.
handicapped in society
legally blind, and she has worked with
mentally retarded and handicapped people
before, she said.
Burton Alho and Beth Hartman. in
addition to writing the play, are also
directors of the production. They decided
to produce this type of drama after tbey did
a play last year about elderly people with
their problems in society.
For the play involving disabled persons,
they interyiewd over 100 people, they said.
They wanted a variety of ages and different
types of handicaps. The age span goes
from 19 to 54.
After the selection process ended, the
more intense interviews began in June in
COULTER
GALLERY
Consignment Gallery
for Arts & Crafts
available for !Person Shows
So Water St Old Town
Tel. # 827-6207
the English-Math Building. For six weeks,
Alho and Hartman used readings and
music to stimulate reaction from the
disabled persons about their disabilities.
"We tried to write the script so that it
presents the person first, then the
handicap," Hartman said during August.
"We would like to change how the public
views the disabled," Hartman said. "It's
an unconventional means to change public
policy. We want public policy makers to get
involved emotionally."
Funding for the project came from a
grant by the Maine Council for the
Humanities and Public Police and the
National Endowment for the Humanities.
Funds were also provided by the Penobscot
Consortium of Training and Employment.
The grant. entitled "The Disabled: An
Economic and Human Resource," was
written by Joanne Fritsche, director of the
Equal Educational and Employment Office
in Aubert Hall. She said the project
received $18,886 from the Maine Council
and $56.000 from CETA to support the
salaries for nine people for duration of the
tur.
The next performance will be Nov. 9 at
the Oronoka restaurant, Orono. at 7 p.m.
The performance will be followed by
discussion periods, and there is free
admission.
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"BACK WHEN I WAS IN SCHOOL, MY
BASEBALL COACH TOLD ME THAT SOMEDAY
THERE'D BE A LESS FILLING BEER. HE
ALSO TOLD ME TO TRYOUT FOR GLEE CWB':
Mary Throneberry
Baseball Legend
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Fire alarm systems allotted
$10,000 for improvements
by Mark Lehr
The University Board of Trustees has
earmarked about $70,000 for improvement
of the fire alarm systems on UMO.
Describing the present systems as "not
quite adequate," assistant director of Fire
Safety for the Department of Police and
Safety Duane Brasslett said, "Right now
the older buildings in Wells complex are
hurting the most."
The University was prompted to take a
closer look at its fire alarm systems after
••••• 
Classifieds
FOR SALE
12' x 80 Richardson mobile home In small park
on Bennoch Road All set up arid ready for
immediate occupancy with 2 bedrooms, 11/2
baths. partially furnished. plus washer. Asking$7500, Call Candy at 989-3848 after 8PM ofdays at 947-8631.
Sugarlost Siders—thaemon's pawn for
one-helf price. Students, too" a stab.
Available now thru Nov. 1. 581-21521—
Men's athletic Warms ethos or Comb
Folger's office. MO men's gym.
SUBSCRIBE to the National Socialist White
People's Party Newspaper-VVhIle Power. For
free copy write Box 8-12 R.F.D 02 East
Holden, Maine 04429 or call coliect 843-87%
Meeting held In this area every second
Wednesday In each month
nprove your grades. Send 31.00 for 358-page
,all order catalog of Collegiate Research
0,250 topics listed. Box 25097-8 LDS Angeles.
Ali/. 90025. (213-477-8228/
For rent rooms, apartment, houses. c.arnps,
trailers. Contact: Estate Rentals Unlimited
Suite 37, 81 Main St Bangor Tel 942-0341
Men-Women! Jobs on ships! American.
Foreign. No experience required. Excellent
pay. Worldwide travei. Summer lob or career.
Send $.3.00 for Information. SEAFAX, Dept.
0-8 Box 2049, Port Angeles, Washington
98362
last year's highly publicized fire in a
dormitory at Providence College, R.I.
"The fire caused several student fatali-
ties and drew national attention to the need
for effective fire alarm systems," said
Brasslett.
The new systems will include such
features as level 1 smoke detection, an
emergency back-up battery, and super-
vision.
"A supervised system is one that will
sound an alarm if any of its components are
damaged." Brasslett said. "It would sound
a 'damage' bell instead of the 'fire' horn."
"Level 1 smoke detection, the lowest of
four levels, will provide protection in
dormitory corridors and sleeping areas,"
Brasslett said.
Level 4, the most inclusive detection,
provides protection in attics, basements
and places of assembly, as well as sleeping
areas and corridors.
"We chose level 1 because we thought it
was the best system available in terms of
costs and benefits," said Brasslett.
Seventeen dormitories will receive these
new systems, a project Brasslett thinks
should take a year to complete.
The smoke detectors will sound their
alarms automatically. "We want to up-
grade the system so that smoke doesn't
have to be seen by an individual before it's
reported," Brasslett said.
The emergency battery back-up feature
will ensure that the systems still work even
when the University loses its power.
The alarm systems in use on campus
only sound their alarms in the building in
which they are rung. If funds permit,
Brasslett said, the new systems will also
alert the police building, which would
permit faster responses.
The systems will also be more accessible
to the handicapped. Brasslett said. The
manual alarms will be lowered so they can
be reached by people confined to wheel-
chairs, and the fire horns will be
accompanied by flashing lights to alert the
deaf, he explained.
tO 5141 OILY
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in one of Maine's fastest growing sports.
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• POLES • BINDINGS
starting at Un
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Students may vote on campus,
in Orono or by absentee ballot
In the next few days, you and your
town clerk could become pen pals.
If you want to vote, that is. In
Maine, the general election for the
U.S. Senate, U.S. House, Maine
governorship and local state legisla-
tive seats will be Nov. 7. Voting age
is 18.
To receive an absentee ballot,
write your town or city clerk and
request an "application for an
absentee ballot," which you will
receive three to four mailing days
later. Bring it—unmarked—to either
Student Legal Services (third floor,
Coburn Hall) or Wingate Hall, where
you can get free notary public
service. A notary will put the official
state seal on the ballot after you fill it
out. Then, mail it back to your town
or city clerk.
If you are registered to vote in the
town of Orono, you can vote on
election day at the Newman Center
or at Orono Town Hall.
If you aren't registered to vote
anywhere, you may register in Orono
on election day.
For information, call Student
Legal Services at 581-7066.
Complexes welcome ideas
to improve cafeteria food
by Barbara Dorsey
Cafeteria food— a frequent victim of
criticism on campus. But three complexes
are fighting back.
Stodder, Wells and Hilltop all have
started a bulletin to provide a means for
student feedback to the cafeteria program.
Stodder's weekly bulletin, "Cranks and
Thanks," is the result of notes in the
cafeteria's suggestion box that are review-
ed and commented upon by Sue Pierce,
dining commons manager.
Pierce has had many suggestions from
the 700 or so students at Stodder, she said.
Students have suggested everything from
their favorite recipes to topless servers,
and Pierce said she writes replies to all
reasonable—and some unreasonable—
suggestions. Pierce also said student
suggestions are utilized to make improve-
ments in the Stodder cafeteria.
Food committees, groups of selected
students who discuss cafeteria problems
with the staff, are inadequate, Pierce said.
Too often they are comprised of "the
250-pounders" or the students who are "so
picky even their mothers couldn't feed
them," she said.
Students who scribble complaints on a
napkin and drop them into the box are
more likely to present a true picture of the
student attitude. Pierce said.
The major problem she has found in
handling the suggestion box is "foul"
complaints, "but these only happen about
once every two weeks."
Hilltop's biweekly publication, "food
Forum," is written by Elizabeth Flanagan,
dining commons manager for Hilltop. She
said she gets students response from polls
taken by volunteer student workers, a,
suggestion boxes only collected food and
debris. Hilltop serves 900 students.
Wells area coordinator Edmund J.
Keagle writes "Diner's Digest," his
complex means of obtaining student
reactions to the cafeteria. This bulletin was
started only recently to serve about 1500
Wells residents.
Stewart plans to publish a similar
bulletin in early November, said Denise
Alleyene. area coordinator. York is also
planning a cafeteria bulletin, said Greg
Stone, area coordinator.
Flashers seen
Two counts of indecent exposure were
reported to police in the past week, one
taking place in Folger Library and another
on the cross country trail.
UMO Police and Safety Department
officials said they have "a good idea" who
the first man is, but the victim has refused
to submit a complaint. The cross country
exposure was reportedly a young man in an
orange ski mask.
An Oriental rug valued at about $250
was stolen from Balentine Hall on Oct. 18.
The 180-centimeter by 120-centimeter
(6-foot by 4-foot) rug was taken from the
lobby of the building. A similar rug was
stolen last year from the hall.
The police also reported a substantial
number of out-of-state auto licenses being
stolen recently.
Detective Terry' Burgess said the num-
ber of bicycles stolen this year is up slightly
from previous years.
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Women say fraternity life
'more fun than dormitory'
by Nancy McCallum
Life on fraternity row is "a lot of fun,"
say two women living at Sigma Phi Epsilon
fraternity house.
"We aren't members, we're just board-
ers," said Tracy, one of the nine women
residents. (The women and fraternity
members interviewed would not give their
last names.) A transfer student unable to
get on-campus housing, Tracy opted to live
at Sig Ep rather than at Bangor Community
College.
"I'm glad I live here," she said. "I think
it's more fun than a dorm."
Patti, another resident, lived in Andro-
scoggin Hall for a year and a half, left
school for a semester, and then returned to
the University. "1 had heard that the living
situation at Sig Ep was excellent, so I
decided to live there. The dorm situation is
too intense—I could've stayed in a dorm
and probably would have been miserable."
Women have been livIng at Sig Ep since
1972, in a wing separate from the rest of
the house. For $780 per semester, each
woman has a private room and three meals
a day. Students living in dorms, with a
21-meal plan pay $852 per semester.
The men and women eat, work and party
together. "When they have a party, open
or closed, we're all invited," Patti said.
"We have house duties just like the
brothers," said Tracy. "We take turns
doing the dishes and vacuuming, stuff like
that."
The women said that, overall, there are
no problems. "Basically, they're incredible
gentlemen; they treat us well," Tracy said.
"They'll do anything for us. They're like
38 handy men." Patti said.
The fraternity members said it is a
satisfactory living situation. "We used to
have sororities here, then we had trouble,"
said Jerry, one member. "We were one
entity, and they were another. Everything
is fine now."
The men and women at the house don't
date each other, however. "Dating is a
controversial subject," said Louie, another
member. "We don't go out. It's like a
brother-sister relationship."
The women also agreed.
"It's an unspoken rule not to date,"
Tracy said.
According to Jim Gillis, Sig Ep's
president, the living situation may not be
permanent. "Eventually we would like to
have all guys at the house," he said. "It
always depends on whether we rush
enough guys."
He said most women at the house are
seniors or transfer students. — We just go
year by year," he said. "There aren't any
long-time residents."
The zig zag illusion
Halftime to feature magic
by Debbie Zeigler
Doug Hall, who describes himself as
"Merwyn the Magician," will attempt to
cut a young woman into three pieces
during halftime of Saturday's UMO-Lehigh
football game.
Hall, a sophomore from NaEhua, N.H..
said the act is part of National Magic Day,
to be held Oct. 31, Halloween, the day
Harry Houdini died.
"It's easy cutting a girl into three pieces.
said Hall, a Gannett Hall resident
assistant. "Getting her back together is the
hard part."
Hall said "The Zig Zag Girl Illusion" is
the type of illusion people never see except
on television, because the trick is so
expensive to purchase. The equipment
would cost about $2000, he said, but it's
the "best illusion in the world."
Hall, a sophomore, built his own illusion,
obtaining plans. which he said are secret
like all magician's tricks, from a friend. He
said there are 40 details involved in the
trick that he must keep in mind while
performing.
The woman to be cut into three pieces is
Maria Brocoto. who has worked with Hall
before and done the slicirm/trick.
Hall will also perform a trick that
involves placing the drum major on a
guillotine. Bananas, the black bear mascot,
will run out with a bucket to catch the head,
he said.
This act will also have choreography.
Hall added.
"We build the illusion ourselves through
the dance." he said. "The people
themselves see the illusion, but we have to
convey the idea."
Hall said it will be difficult to convey
the idea to such a large audience. He said
he won't be able to talk to the audience and
will have to use big motions to show them
what he's doing.
Hall is a member of the marching band.
With the added attraction of the magic
show, more people in the audience may
become involved with the band halftime
shows, he said.
He became interested in magic on
Halloween. 1971, when he entered Bos-
ton's Children Hospital with a broken hip.
He was there for many weeks, he said, and
couldn't walk, so he took up magic.
He will also perform at the Stewari
Complex Mardi Gras Nov. 3 and 4.
Bangor
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The governorship: Three-way rue
Text by Natalie Slefinger
Four years ago. Maine voters went to the polls to chose
a governor in a three-way face. Surprising themselves.
the candidates and the nation, they elected James B.
Longley, an independent.
Now, after one term. Longley is leaving office, and
again Maine people are faced with a three-way choice.
Republican Linwood Palmer, Democrat Joseph
Brennan and independent Herman "Buddy" Frankland
are the candidates vying for the office of governor. And.
no longer is the candidacy of an independent viewed as a
joke. The three candidates are all possible victors.
Brennan is the acknowledged front-runner and is
leadining in the polls. most recently by 13.8 percent in
last week's Bangor Daily News survey. Brennan has 42.5
percent of the voters leaning toward him, and 26.6
percent are sure. Brennan. however, dropped almost two
percentage points since the previous week's survey. Both
Palmer and Frankland registered gains.
Brennan is the son of an immigrant dockworker, as he
is fond of saving. An Irish Catholic from the Munjoy Hill
section of Portland. Brennan is currently the state
attorney general. He has served in the state Legislature
and Senate and. in 1974, ran in the Democratic
gubernatorial primary.
Brennan is running his campaign on the theme of the
role of government. "Government has a responsibility to
meet certain needs. But there has to be a distinction
between needs and desires. We have to be realistic with
scant resources," Brennan said.
Brennan has a better campaign organization hut is
accused by Frankland of being "practically invisible.
Where are you?" Frankland has been known to call.
Brennan defends himself by saying he is holding down a
full time job while campaigning, while the others are not.
If elected, Brennan has promised a new state
government cost survey.
Palmer is currently second in the polls. The Bangor
Daily News shows Palmer has the sure support of 18.8
percent of the voters and 28.7 percent are leaning toward
him.
Palmer, 56, is the oldest candidate. Palmer has based
his campaign on a theme of "Let's bring common sense
to government."
.f you
Linwood Palmer
In a speech to the Maine School Management
Association in Augusta. Palmer stressed a second major
part of his campaign.
"We have to look inside and see what we can do for
ourselves." One of Palmer's goals is to increase the
utilization of Maine's natural and human resources.
"We have valuable natural and human resources. We
can use them to grow from within," he said.
Palmer is House minority leader and has served in
that position for six years. For 20 years, he served as the
general manager of a Massachusetts steel firm, giving
fuel to his "businessmen for governor" slogan. He is
currently operating a tree farm in Nobleboro.
Frankland is, as his TV ads proclaim, "the
independent for governor," running in an issue-or-
iented, media-oriented campaign. Frankland, 42, is
running third in the polls. with 8.9 percent of the voters
leaning toward him.
His campaign message is directed toward the issues.
Peter Gemma, Frankland's campaign manager. said,
"This is the age of issue, not image." Gemma said
Frankland's campaign is based on three issues—taxes,
taxes. taxes.
Frankland, a former Lubec fisheries businessman, is
the minister at the Bangor Baptist Church, one of the'
largest Baptist churches in the state. The church is
affiliated with the Bangor Christian Schools, the largest
group of non-Catholic schools in New England.
Frankland entered the race on April 3, 1978, when he
said Longley urged him to run.
The candidates don't differ much on the issues
although Brennan's platform is more varied. Local
control and taxes are their major points. Their speeches
throughout the state stress time and time again the
importance of the return to local control.
Palmer said, "When a government is closer, it is more
responsive." Palmer questions state involvement in
property assessment and believes more can be done with
providing local control, in government and education.
"It's time state government stopped telling local
government what to do and instead started asking them
'What do you want and how can we help you do it?"
Palmer told the School Management Association he
'The faculty are hurting,
some should hare higher
salaries because we're losing
good profs. You can't grow
lose good people.'
Herman "Buddy'
wants a "people's forum" on education to be established
in each community to face the problems in education
todaYFrankland also supports a return to local control.
"It is my hope that the 1980s in Maine will be thedecade historians recall: The people of maire coroca to
themselves for solutions to their problems. not to
Augusta, not to Washington," he said. He said he hopes
local control will come from consolidation of state
agencies, fiscal reform and revision of welfare.
University problems have also attracted the attention
of the candidates. Although they said they hadn't •
reviewed the Board of Trustees new budget (18 percent
higher than this year's), they have stressed support for
the University.
Brennan is the strongest supporter of the University
system. Brennan supports increased aid to the
University and vocational systems and cites his support
on several University bond issues as indications.
Brennan said support of the University is "an
investment in the future."
"I think it's imperative that we 'nave a strong
University in the state," Brennan said. "The type of
zommitment you could expect from me is to support the
University within the resources available. Brennan said
that an antagonistic attitude would not exist between
himself and the University.
Uemma said that education is a "strong issue in the
state." Cost efficiency, he noted, is needed, but Gemma
said Frankland would not be "as adamant as Longley."
"His background tells him what it takes to run a
school," Gemma said. Various political experts,
however, have considered Frankland, as a conservative,
to be even harder on the University system than Longley.
Palmer also agrees that the University should have
more support. "I know they have to have it.- he said,
"but they're not going to get it all. They'll get more than
they're getting now, though."
Palmer said the University must
programs, questioning whether the offerings are leading
to employment. He said faculty salaries must also be
studied.
"The faculty are hurting," he said.
have higher salaries, because we're losing good profs.
You can't grow if you lose good people."
The question of a new energy source for Maine and
New England has raised controversy in almost all
Franklandexamine  i t ownss 
Should
u  d
political contests of the year. Palmer and
e.
don't want to leave a time bomb for future generations,"
agreed that new energy must be found forofthequcoeustniotris,
and both consider nuclear power a viable alternative,
said. "We want to be assured of the state of
technology."
Nuclear power draws less support form Brennan: -We
Palmer said although a
concerning nuclear power have ntoumbebearddressed." he
believes it "would be shortsighted to say there should
f
CI
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b for future generations,"
assured of the state of
"number of questions
le to be addressed," he
ghted to say there should
never be another nuclear power plant built in Maine.
Nuclear power could, and very well may, play an
important role in our future energy needs. I believe,
though, that we must proceed cautiously in its
development."
He said the problem of nuclear waste revolves around
a method of safe disposal, and he believes the problem
will not be solved at the state level.
"It is the responsibility of the federal government to
come up with safe arid acceptable technology and
policy," Palmer said.
Frankland is more strongly in favor of nuclear power.
He said in a recent press release, "I am more convinced
than ever before that nuclear power is a safe, viable
energy alternative to oil.
'I think ifs imperative that
we have a strong University.'
Dickey' Lincoln, the proposed hydroelectric power
source for northern Maine, however, draws opposition
from two candidates, strong support from the third.
"I am opposed to Dickey-Lincoln," Frankland said. "I
have a great deal of respect for environmentalists who
saw a need and did something about our rivers."
Palmer also is against the Dickey-Lincoln dam. The
project, he said, would constitute too large a sacrifice for
Maine, both economically Nod environmentally.
Brennan, however, agrees with the view of Maine's
senior Sen. Edmund Muskie in supporting the
Dickey-Lincoln dam.
Tax reform and government spending are high on the
candidates list of priorities. The trend is sweeping the
country, and Palmer, Frankland and Brennan are caught
up in it.
Palmer recently constructed a plan to limit constitu-
tional spending. The plan was rejected by legislators
during a special September session.
Government needs the incentive to live within defined
limits, he said. "A lid on spending will force government
to make the tough decisions that have for too long been
avoided."
Palmer said he wanted tax reform to .come the
number one proirity in the state. A more pr,ressive tax
structure based on the ability to pay is the answer, he
said. Palmer wants less dependence on property tax and
fewer special tax breaks.
Frankland has based his campaign on taxes, as one of
his campaign brochures proclaims. In various speeches.
he has promised to veto all legislation leading to an
increase in taxes. He supports higher tax revenues and
tax refunds. Frankland proposes this be done through a
limit on governmental spending.
"I want to squeeze pennies," he said, "and halt
excessive taxation."
Frankland has evolved a plan that would eliminate a
state role in property Assessment. His plan call.s for
substituting real personal income instead of property
valuation for a yardstick in the evaluation of a
community's wealth.
Brennan supports a state limitation on spending, along
with the other candidates. Differing from Frankland and
Palmer, he favors a statutory limit, not a constitutional
one.. He recently criticized an attempt by a special
session to pass an amendment, calling the attempt
"slipshod."
He proposes a homestead exemption as a means of
property tax relief because "it meets a crying need in the
state."
Brennan promised to oppose any tax increase, whether
income or sales, but admitted the legislature has the
power to raise taxes.
"You either trust me or you don't trust me," he said.
"I'm committed to not supporting a tax increase to the
extent that I'm capable of influencing the Legislature."
Joseph Brennan
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Three fraternities receive awards for academics, athletics
by Tammy Eves
Three scholarship and athletic awards
were presented to three fraternities
Wednesday night at the sixth annual
Fraternity Awards Banquet.
Alpha Tau Omega received the Michael
Dionne Honor Award for community and
house activities, Tau Epsilon Phi won the
Sigma Chi Foundation Scholarship Trophy
Award for the highest accumulative
average of all UMO fraternities and Phi Eta
Kappa won the B.C. Kent Intramural
Athletic Trophy for the greatest success in
intramural sports.
•
Vice president for Student Affairs
Thomas D. Aceto, speaking at the banquet,
contrasted the movie "Animal House"
with UMO fraternities.
Sporting a slightly tight, bright red
fraternity sweater from his college days,
Aceto said the fraternity system at UMO,
unlike that in "Animal House," has never
been anti-intellectual.
"The college fraternity that supports the
scholarship of its members will be the
fraternity which endures," he said.
President Howard R. Neville, although
he hasn't seen the movie, said he has seen
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some "reasonable facsimiles."
Michael Dragoon, president of ATO,
said his fraternity won the honot award this
year because of its extensive social service
program.
ATO won the community service award
this year after competing with 150 ATO
chapters throughout the couutry, Dragoon
said.
He said his fraternity had hoped to win
the award this year and "worked really
hard toward it, putting in extra effort."
Bob Zipse, rush chairman for TEP, said
this year is the second or third time his
fraternity has won the scholastic award.
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He said the accumulative average of all
the members from each fraternity was
averaged for the 1978 spring semester, and
the fraternity with the highest average was
awarded the trophy.
Phi Eta Kappa won the intramural award
for the ninth consecutive year, according to
fraternity President Jay Kimball. He said
his fraternity has won the award 2,3 out of
29 years.
He attributed the fraternity's success to
total house support and the spirit and
enthusiasm of both members and spec-
tators.
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Election may affect appropriations request
by George Burdick
The new governor will probably have
changes made in the appropriations
request approved by the Board of Trustees
in September, said Francis A. Brown,
board chairman.
After the request was approved by the
board, it was sent to the State Budget
Office with every other state budgeted
agency request. The office consolidates all
the requests of every department. taking
into consideration the preferences of the
new governor and Legislature, said John
Blake, vice president of Finance and
Administration.
Brown said, "The present governor has
proposed it to the Legislature. We are not
even sure what the governor will do, but he
thinks we ought to reconsider our budget."
The budget consists of a request for S43
million for 1980, or an 18 percent increase
over the present expenditure, and a 1981
budget of $49.5 million. However, these
figures are subject to change by the
governor said Brown.
Until the next governor takes office,
Brown said Gov. James B. Longley could
only make recommendations, but the next
governor will have veto power. "The
ultimate decision is made by the Legis-
lature.
In January, the governor makes recom-
mendations as to what requests he will
support, and then the Legislature uses the
Appropriations Committee for the hear-
ings. The hearings include all those people
who asked for money, Blake said.
"It is a long and torturous trail," said
Brown. "until it slowly and agonizingly
works its way to the final form."
In the hearings, the Appropriations
Committee hears from the chancellor and
the chairman of the Board of Trustees.
They make the presentation in conjunction
with members of the financial planning
office, who deal with the technical aspects.
After the Appropriations Committee
hears all the requests, they then make a
recommendation to the House and Senate,
said William Sullivan, vice chancellor for
administration. "They in turn debate the
various agency requests."
"The Legislature is the forum," Sullivan
said, "but most of the work is done in the
committees."
Each branch of the state-funded agen-
cies goes to different committees, and for
each request there is a different type of
committee. "The Appropriations Com-
mittee is only one kind of committee," said
Blake.
By March the committee has heard all
the requests and the Legislature begins to
vote. Each of the bills has gone throrigh the
committees by that time, and they won't
accept any more beyond the cutoff date.
"The Legislature has hundreds of bills to
consider," said Blake. "Legislation has
gone into July in the last couple of years.
Because of this setting, the fall tuition rate
is a problem."
When the Legislature finally approves
the bill, it is then sent to the governor for
his signature. "It is unusual for the
governor to veto the bill," Sullivan said.
"The appropriations bills are required to
have a two-thirds vote by both the House
and the Senate," he said. "It in effect
makes it veto-proof."
The governor may veto the bill if he does
not like part of it, cautioned Blake.
Maine's governor must veto an entire bill,
rather than certain items within it.
"Governors have asked to change the law
so they can pick and choose," he said.
When the governor signs the bill, it
becomes law. Then the University system
begins to receive the money on a monthly
basis for two years. Over 60 percent of the
operating funds for the University come
from the state, 33 percent of the funds
come from tuition and 6 percent comes
from other sources. The process repeats
itself every two years.
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. Spectrum arts and feature section
Equus: not just horsing around on stage
Incredible. That's the only way
to describe Equus. Peter Shaffer's
exploration into the troubled
psyche of a 17-year-old boy.
The season's first production by
the theatre division of the School of
Performing Arts, under the direc-
tion of Arnold Colbath, does more
than justice to Shaffer's work.
Kevin O'Leary, as the boy, and
Tim Wheeler. as the psychiatrist
who treats him, play their roles
perfectly.
O'Leary's smoldering but vuln-
erable Alan Strang has the audi-
ence with him every step of the
way. Whether he is on his knees in
tears or exploding at the psychi-
atrist, he plays his part for all it's
worth. The poignant speech on why
he loves horses exemplifies
O'Leary's talent. "Nobody under-
stands," he says plaintively, and
as we watch, real sorrow over-
whelms us.
Wheeler's Dr. Martin Dysart
plays every speech, every word,
like a master. His battle with the
boy as he attempts to cure him
makes him look inward at himself,
and he discovers that Strang has
something the doctor doesn't have:
passion. Dysart interprets the
boy's piercing stare as saying, "At
Submissions to the MAINE REVIEW
-a student literary publication to be printed as a supplement to the
Maine Campus -ore being accepted through Friday, November 10.
Any student wishing to submit creative materials is cordially
invited to do so.
Submitted works may include: Drawings Photography
Essays Short Stories
Graphics Poetry
and
work with self-addressed envelope (stamped if off campus) §
number (if possible) to:
Randy Dustin
MAINE REVIEW
317 English-Meth Building
PIANIST NEEDED:
for DANCE DIVISION
Please Call
Theresa Torkanowsky, 581-7534
DEVONSQUAREll
Saturday, Oct. 28
DAMN
YANKEE
e
PUB MDAORIAL UNION
50 Admission charge
8-Midnight
NO MINORS ALLOWED
FREE SUNDAY
least I galloped. When did you?"
The audience is absorbed by
Wheeler's Dysart. His intensity is
burning. In his interplay with
O'Learji. Wheeler moves from
detached doctor to doubting human
being with believable, troubled
smoothness.
Sue Swett, as Hesther Salomon,
the magistrate. brings the voice of
reality into the play. She is sensible
and refuses to give in when Dysart
confesses to her his jealousy of
Alan Strang. "So you haven't
galloped. ' she says to him. "Too
bad. But if I had to choose between
the boy's galloping and your sheer
training, I'll take the training every
time."
Swett's Hesther is a pillar for
Dysart to lean on. Her relationship
with him is a subtle display of
affection; she doesn't push in that
direction. But she is adamant in on
area: the boy is in pain, and the
doctor can cure him. Period.
Alan's parents are played skill-
fully by Charlie Bloomer and
Laurie Chenard. Bloomer plays his
role to the hilt, a father who is
uncomfortable around his son. who
has made no attempt to understand
him. The scene where he finds his
A confrontation between the doctor and Alan in Equus. Tim
O'Leary [Arthur Kettle photo].
icontinued to page 161
Wheeler [left] and Kevin
School of Preforming .4 rts
presents 5th An nun!
SOUND SPECTACULAR
with University of Maine
SYMPHONY MARCHING
BAND BAND
featuring
Linda Carroll, Merwyn the Magician,
UMO Flags, UMO Majorettes
Music from
My Fair Lady, Rosenkavalier, Country,
Disco, Outer Space, Canada
3:00 Memorial Gym
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The Theater Division
of the
School of Performing Arts
announces:
TRYOUTS
for
A RESOUNDING TINKLE
(a hilarious comedy)
Monday, Oct. 30 & Tuesday, Oct. 31
at 7:00 p.m. on Hauck Aud. Stage
All Students Welcome!
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A wild and crazy guy: the Martin
by Doug Bailey
Last year when Steve Martin's
first album was released you
couldn't walk up the mall without
hearing the catch phrases being
repeated. Everywhere you went
you heard 'EXCUUUSE..
MEEEEE' or "We're havin some
fun now," or "I'm a ramblin guy."
Well his second album is out
called (what else?) "A Wild and
Crazy Guy," and it includes
enough jokes to keep all those
Steve Martin fans fully supplied
with material for the rest of the
semester.
Yes kids, if you hurry you can be
the first at your next party to
behave like a fool and get away
with it. In the words of a Village
Voice critic, Steve Martin has made
being an asshole fashionable
again.
Side one of the new album
sounds exactly like side one of the
last album. In fact it was recorded
at the same place (The Boarding-
house in San Francisco) with the
same audience. But the second
side of the album was recorded in a
large auditorium and the larger
audience forces Martin to be even
wilder and frantic. It sounds like
Beatlemania when Martin hits the
stage, the audience is going wild
and Martin drives them wilder at
every silly word he uses.
The material is not new, most of
it we have heard before, and the
problem of not being able to see
Martin while he is performing
deadens some of his jokes.
Martin's style is mindless
absurdism. His basic premise is
anything and everything is funny if
it is said right. For example: "I am
looking for a girl with a head on her
shoulders. Because I hate necks.
When we walk into a restaurant
everyone's head turns except hers
because she has no neck."
Funny stuff right? Wrong. Like
rock music much of the material
Maine Campus • Oct. 27, 1978 15
mania continues
Rubberheads do not throw fish.
does not contain substance, it just
sounds good.
It is like saying Dylan is not a
good musician, he just happens to
write fantastic songs.
Martin lets the audience share
with him what we knew all along
but could no express. We don't
laugh at Martin we laugh with him.
We laugh at his characters because
we all know people like that, they
are at every party. They used to put
lampshades on their head now they
put bunny ears.
Johnny Carson said once that
Steve Martin will do anything for a
laugh and he was right. But isn't
that what a comic is supposed to
do0 True when you get right down
to it Martin's stuff is not funny, his
style is juvenile and silly, almost
embarassingly so at times. And I
think he should be taken out and
maimed. Except that I can't stop
laughing.
Walk into the incredible true
experience of Billy [-byes.
And bring all the courage
you can.
_
BILLY HAYES
_ _
L. 
.APRIL IZis 'NE'W' _YORK, NEW YORK
BLUE
E ..IRATICIN
L;ATE
COLUMBIA PICTURES Resets A CASABLANCA FILMY/OAKS PFOCILcMr
An ALAN PARKER Film MIDNIGHT EXPRESS Executwe Producer PETER GUBER rpIay s, OLIVER STONE
b, ALAN MARSHALL and DAVID PUTTNAM Drected by ALAN PARKER #.1.ccr.ledi,, GIORGIO MORODER
Based on Me Rue story ot Blity Hayes from Me book Mtdnurt Express by BILLY HAYES and WILLIAM HOFFER 04k
I or.g.nii Soundiracil Album rea,41),. from CASAHLANCA RECORO MO Fit MVIORPC c «vs .o.••• ,Nst..st.••• 50=
Coming soon to a Theatre near You!
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'Comes a time' for Neil Young and friend
by Crilly Ritz
Two recent album releases have
caught my attention. They are
interrelated somewhat due to the
appearance on each of a new
female vocalist, at least new to me.
You don't have to be a music
expert to realize the rise of women
in rock music. If you don't listen to
them, you're missing a whole lot of
excellent stuff.
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For instance, I just saw Wendy
Waldman in Greenwich Village this
summer, and I saw Bonnie Raitt
last spring. I enjoyed them as much
as when I saw Dylan this fall and
Allman Brothers a couple years
back.
So, to get back to the case in
hand, the woman is Nicollette
Larson and she sings on Neil
Young's newest album.
"Comes A Time," Young's
latest entry, is an excellent album.
He has mellow stuff on this LP. He
has a few good up-tempo songs
too. The song that arrests my
attention, "It's Gonna' Take a
Lotta' Love," is one of the best Neil
Young songs I've ever heard.
The song also appears on
Larson's album. Her version at
first almost sounds like the faint
end of a disco song I've always
heard in my mind but never really
heard or really wanted to hear.
However, the song really affects
me. She has a country-rock com-
bination Bonnie Raitt-Wendy
Waldman voice combined with
Linda Ronstadt and a few more.
How's that for explanation! You
really have to listen to her to catch
my drift.
The background vocals Larson
provides on "Comes a Time" are
among the best I've ever heard.
They rate with Emmy Lou Harris'
background vocals on Desire.
"Human Highway," the first cut
on side two, is another favorite of
"Comes a Time." Infectious vocal-
izing by Neil with his familiar
crying-in-the-rain voice combine
for a fine effort. The song that
follows, "Already One," is so
damn pretty I almost had to cry.
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Larson's voice really shows up in
this number. A ytAid pedal steel
guitar provides a fine backdrop,
coming on sad at the end, along
with a good laid back fiddle by
Rufus Thibodeaux.
Ben Keith, the pedal steel player
on the album, along with
Thibodeaux, showcases his talents
on the song that follows "Already
One." "Field of Opportunity" is a
good ole' country-rock tune done as
only Young could do it. I don't
know if anybody else could pull it
off so well.
"Motorcycle Mama", the next
tune, is the song that allows Larson
to really wail. I haven't heard a
white woman sing like this since
Janis Joplin. She's struttin' her
stuff for sure.
This album has some fine strings
on it too. Young uses a lot of
different "good things" on this
album. He mixes the acoustic
guitar high on several songs. It
sounds pure, really clean. Remem-
ber the ole' CSNY days when we
heard Young strumming? He's
doing it now and "it do sound
good."
The last song on side two, "Four
Strong Winds," is also strong.
There seems to be an eerieness in a
lot of Neil Young's songs, and
"Four Strong Winds" seems to
have that eerie feeling of, say,
"Don't Let It Bring You Down."
As for Larson's first album, she
does a fine job. Her selection of
tunes range from Sam Cooke's
"You Send Me" to a jaunty little
number full of double entendres
called "Rhumba Girl," to still
another song by Burt Bacharach
and Bob Hilliard entitled "Mexican
Divorce."
A Louvin Brothers tune offers a
different touch to the LP. The
Louvin Brothers were a religious
bluegrass duo in the 50s. Lately
their songs have been sung by
Jonathan Edwards and Emmy Lou
Harris. The song is "Angels
Rejoiced," and it features a sweet
mandolin run.
If you like good mellow tunes
with some good up-tempo songs
thrown in, you'll love Larson's first
album. Along with Young's latest
offering, the album is a great buy.
They sould be bought together to
see the similarities.
•Eciuus 'superb, powerful'
'continued from page 141
son watching a porno movie that he
himself has come to see is pure
delight, a welcome bit of comedy
that Bloomer does with perfect
bluster
Jay Skriletz, as the emu:ionally
shaken stable owner reacting to the
blinding of his horses with tight
fury, and Amy Perkins, as the
nurse, are real; their roles are filled
easily and unobstrusively.
And then there are the horses,
led by their principle, Nugget. Bob
Yoder's movements as Nugget
have the audience believing that he
really is a horse. All the horses do
this well.
Shoes for Autumn .
Aruba
Copper Nature Hide Leather
Or
Rawhide Nature Hide Leather
Ladies Retail Outlet Price
Price $28.00 $18.99
QEXTER
0.416 ilbiki$010 EMA K E RE
Yoder's second role, as the
young horseman, had the audience
roaring with approval as he gave
young Alan his first horseback ride
and traded gibes with Alan's
father.
Jill Mason. the stable girl, is
played with a mischievous spark by
Laurie Beal. Her flirtatious ex-
changes with O'Leary delight the
audience; she is the only one that
he drops his guard with, other than
the horses.
Equus is a superb production
and possibly the most powerful
play ever presented on this
campus.
Main St. & Hogan Rd. Bangor
Willi EASE
103 Park St Orono-
.15)0Sc
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Tues. Minor's Night
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Hockey team to face UNH
in exhibition game opener
by Danno Hynes
The dry land workouts are over, the long
hours on the weight machines are over and
the weeks of practice have ended. It's
hockey season once again at UMO and
there's no better way to begin the year
than by playing one of the top teams in the
country.
The UMO hockey team will travel to
Durham. N.H.. tomorrow to play their one
and only exhibition game of the year
against Division I powerhouse UNH.
"UNH is the best team, on paper, that
we have ever played," said second-year
coach Jack Semler. "We're pretty respect-
ful of them, and this should be a real
learning experience."
Semler has his team down to a 28-man
roster, which includes seven freshmen.
Aside from senior captain Dan Sweeney,
the remainder of the team consists of
sophomores from last year's team, which
finished with a 15-12 record.
The Black Bears will be facing UNH
without the services of two experienced
defensemen. Sophomores Larry Page
and Brian McKiernan are both sidelined
with injuries. Page has a badly bruised
shoulder, and McKiernan may be lost for
the season with a broken ankle.
Referring to the injuries, Semler said,
"It's an uneasy situation to be down to six
defensemen before the first game of the
year, but 1 think we'll have Page back with
us before long, and we'll have to wait and
see with Brian."
Joe Crespi, who last year played center
and finished as the teams fourth highest
scorer, will be playing at left wing this
season.
"Some players are more versitile and
can play the center and the wing positions.
I feel that Joe will be better at the wing,"
Semler said.
Freshman Richard Cote will fill in at
center, and, Jamie Logan will play at right
wing to finish out the line.
Speaking of Gary Conn, who led the
Black Bear attack last year. Semler said,
"Conn looks outstanding. He's bigger,
stronger and faster than he was last year.
He and his line have really blossomed."
The UNH Wildcats have traditionally
made the post-season play-offs in Division
1 and promise to give the Black Bears all
they can handle.
"I just hope that we can go down there
and do the things the way we know how
and not be awed just because it's UNH,"
said Semler. "Anything you do right will
work against any team, but your mistakes
will be magnified against a team like UNH.
There's no doubt we can learn an awful lot
from this."
UNH head coach Charlie Holt was far
from overconfident when asked about the
upcoming exhibition game. The fact that
UMO was a Division 11 team made no
difference to the 11-year coach.
"Maine has a good team," said Holt.
"There's no reason why they can't give us
a real good game. How good a team is all
depends on how good you believe you are.
I've scouted many of these boys, and I
know how well they play."
Referring to UMO's freshman defense-
man Andre Aubut, Holt said, "Andre is as
good as any defenseman I saw all last
year."
UNH will be playing its first of six
exhibition games this year. The Wildcats
have only been skating since Oct. 14, and
the team appears to be relatively inexper-
ienced on defense. Holt said his goalten-
ders and defensivemen are mostly fresh-
men and sophomores and have not had
much experience in college hockey.
Semler summed up tomorrow's exhibi-
tion simply.
''We have everything to gain. We feel
we're at a point where we need a test, and
there is no bigger test than to play UNH."
CLOTHES
for
WOMEN
RUNNERS
WOMEN ARE
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25 Hammond St., Bangor -- 942-3627
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Cream of the rookie crop
Andre Aubet Heft] and Robert Lafleur, two outstanding freshman for Coach Jack
Semler's hockey Bears, should see plenty of action at Durham tomorrow in Maine's
exhibition contest with powerful UNH [photo by Arthur Kettle].
Bears return home against
fired up Lafayette 11
by Greg Betts
"The kids are as sick as I am,
pretty sick right now as far as
we're playing."
and I'm
the way
—Coach Jack Bicknell
Maine's "sick" Black Bears will try to
wake up from their nightmare tomorrow
afternoon against Lafayette College, a
team that's walking on clouds after
upsetting Pennsylvania last week 20-19.
The Leopards are 4-3 on the season (with
a three-game winning streak) and will be
looking to avenge last year's 12-10 loss to
the Bears in the season opener at Easton,
Pa.
Lafayette head coach Neil Putnam said
Wednesday that his team is very similar to
Maine except for their win-loss records and
that he uses the same basic offensive and
defensive strategies that Maine does.
"Maine is a mirror of our team," said
Putnam. "We both use the multiple I,
motion the five man defense with
secondary coverage and some other ones,
with the exception of playing volleyball."
The Leopards aren't built around a cast
of stars, and the team's strength seems to
be their ability to execute and not make
mistakes. Lafayette will be without it's
regular quarterback, Gary Uzelac, who is
out indefinitely with a knee injury he
sustained last week. The talented junior
'continued to page 191
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Yankee conference stats
RUSHING (Yards Per Game)
Player
Mai Najarian, eu
Dennis Dent, MA
Leroy Shaw, RI
Cliff Pedrow, MA
Hank Sareault, MA
Tony Jordan, CT
Torn Delozier. UNH
PASSING
(Completions Per Game)
Player
Steve Toadies. RI
Steve Wholiey, NH
Mike McEvilly, MA
Art Snedberg, au
Dave Greenhalg, CT
John Tursky, ME
PASS RECEIVING
Player
Dave Loehle, NH
Ken Sweltzer, CT
Steve Cimsilore, RI
George Moore, NH
Pat Madden, ME
6
6
6
6
6
7
6
6
7
6
5
4
5
(Caught Per Game)
7
7
6
8
7
Alt
188
53
108
75
103
105
77
Alt
101
129
90
73
52
54
No
Yds
834
445
416
412
397
422
350
Crop
57
63
39
30
24
23
Ave
4.4
8.4
3.9
5.5
3.8
4.0
4.5
TO
10
3
2
3
6
2
1
Yds G
139
74
69
69
66
60
58
Pct Yds TO In;
564 763 4 6
488 929 6 6
433 457 .....5 -.. 2
410 438 2 5
4.30 256 2 4
.430 272 0 2
Yds Ave
24 335 139
18 215 119
14 190 136
13 250 19.2
17 252 148 t
3
&
t
T
 
r,
 
TO CIG
2 3.4
2 2.6
0 2.3
2 2.2
0 2.4
KICKOFF RETURNS
Player
Dennis Dent, MA
Dave Loehle, NH
P Ouellette, ME
Pat Madden ME
PUNT RETURNS
Player
Kevin Sullivan, MA
John Weber, RI
Dave Loehle, NH
Ken Sweitzer, CT
PUNTING
Player
Tim Fontaine. MA
Sean Weeks, BU
Ray James, CT
Steve Wood, ME
Tom Leavitt, NH
Rick Vial!, RI
CONFERENCE STANDINGS
Massachusetts
Boston Univ.
Rhode Island
New Hampshire
Connecticut
Maine
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NO
7
9
11
10
Yds
202
241
239
159
Ave Lg
28.9 102
26.8 44
217 94
159 26
No Yds Ave
13 115 88
16 133 8.3
11 64 58
13 69 53
G No Ave
6 30 37.2
6 34 36.8
7 33 36.8
7 60 363
7 35 35.0
6 28 346
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3 0 0
2 1 0
1 1 0
1 1 1
1 1 0
0 4 1
GAMES THIS WEEK
TD
Lg
21
26
11
16
t
W
0
g
0
 „
;-
4 2 0
4 2 0
4 2 0
4 2 1
2 5 0
1 5 1
Boston Univ. at Rhode island
Connectloutt at Massachueetts
Lafayette at Maine
New Hampshire at Northeastern
.;,;(-; QD.0 e
TD
0
0
0
0
PIS Opp
149 71
101 126
111 72
118 78
97 138
80 227
Westphal shines
in state victory
by Dale McGarrigle
UMO's Joan Westphal will lead her
cross country teammates to Burlington.
Vt., for the Eastern qualifying meet
(Region 1) next Saturday.
Teams from Maine to Maryland, and
from as far West as Pennsylvania will be
attempting to qualify runners for the
Nationals.
Westphal should qualify, after leading
her team to win in the women's state meet
Wednesday. Maine, with 29, downed"' •
Bowdoin (43), Colby (72) and Bates (88) to
win the title. UMO cross country teams
have won both the men's and women's
state meets.
Westphal raced through the 3.1 mile
course for victory in 17:48. Her teammates
Sandy Cook (third), Lil Riley (fourth),
Kathy Kohtola (ninth) and Erin Cashin
(twelfth) helped secure the win for UMO.
"We were pleased to win the state meet.
We ran much better yesterday than we did
in the New Englands. We're starting to gel
as a team," said Coach Jim Ballinger.
Soccer team wraps up
dismal season at home
tomorrow against UVM
by Danno Hynes
The University of Maine soccer team will
get its last chance of the season tomorrow
to snap a Yankee Conference losing streak
that has spanned three seasons. The Black
Bears, who have not defeated a Y.C.
opponent since midway through the 1976
season, will host the University of Vermont
at 10 a.m. on the UMO soccer field.
UMO dropped a 5-1 decision to the
University of Southern Maine on Wed-
nesday. Three second half goals by USM
put the game out of reach as the Black
Bears could only manage a single goal, that
being a first half penalty shot by senior Jeff
Vlaskamp.
UVM is currently ranked fifth in the
Yankee Conference with a 7-1-2 record
while the Black Bears are 0-5 in the Y.C.
and 4-9 overall. Biggs stressed the need for
good defense if the Bears hope to beat
UVM. We have to be consistent on
defense and stick with our man," said
Biggs. "Against USM we didn't and that
led to our downfall."
Tomorrow's game will be the last of the
1978 campaign for the Black Bears and also
the last in college careers of seniors Jim
Boss, Peter Capano, Rick Davee, Harry
Dwyer, Tom Piffath, Jeff Vlaskamp and
lob Wassick.
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Sports Shorts 
Blake, Thombs out for season
Running back Bill Blake and defensive back Ray Thombs, both from
Westbrook, are the latest Black Bears to be lost for the 1978 football season.
Blake, a 6' 210-pound sophomore, is suffering from a recurring shoulder
injury and will require surgery in the off season.
"We hate to lose Bill, because he's a very strong and physical back, which is
something we lack," said Coach Jack Bicknell. "He's been in intense pain every
since he banged it up this season, and it's been just impossible for him to play."
Since Blake saw limited action in only two games, there is a good chance that he
will still have three years of eligibility after this year.
Thombs, a S' 11" 184-pound freshman, was stricken with appendicitis and
had surgery Tuesday. "We're going to miss him, because he's an outstanding
young player," said Bicknell.
Basketball squad to hold scrimmage
Skip Chappelle's powerful Maine Black Bear basketball team is holding its
first intra-squad scrimmage of the season Saturday at 10 a.m. in the Memorial
Gymnasium, in preparation for their season opener Nov. 25 against perennial
national power Providence College.
Reserved hockey seats going fast
Anyone interested in reserved season tickets for hockey had better move
quick. Only 180 chairback seats tickets, costing 539 remain out of a total of 860 in
Alfond Arena. According to the athletic business office, sales are well above last
Years totals, with only three weeks remaining until the season home opener Nov.
' against Lowell.
ECAC Players of the Week
Rich Smith of Lafayette and Jim McCormick of Lehigh were named the ECAC
Players of the Week in Division IAA for the period ending Oct. 21.
Smith, a junior end from Albian. Pa., hauled in four passes for 86 yards and a
pair of touchdowns in the Leopard's 20-19 upset of Pennsylvania.
McCormick's performance earned him the defensive player award after the
Engineers dropped favored VMI, 14-10. The 6'2" 220 junior linebacker from
Millville. N.J. led a defensive corps that held VMI to 83 yards tushing and only
six first downs. McCormick was credited with two sacks and 12 tackles, one
coming in the closing minutes for a seven yard loss, helping to boost Lehigh's
record to 6-1.
Ruggers eyeing fifth straight win
The undefeated UMO ruggers journey to New Hampshire this weekend, to try
to improve their 4-0 record. On Saturday. they will play St. Anselm's in
Manchester. On Sunday. they will battle the powerful Dover team. Dover, who
recently lost 6-0 to Concordia of Montreal, should be the toughest opponents the
rugby club faces this fall season.
KIERIFFICh
THAT'S THE WAY YOU'LL FEEL WHEN
YOU LET WIGHT'S OUTFIT YOU FOR
THAT TRIP TO THE SLOPES'
SPECIAL SKI PACKAGES
DOWNHILL
PACKAGES
Includes Bind.ngs.
Poles, Inslaioeu
I No. 1 Package Price
1 No. 2 Package PriceNo. 3 Package Price
$125.95
$162.95
$194.75
ICR055
CO U nir
PA(kA61
K
installer!
Inaludes Sins, Boots, Poles, Bindings,
No. 1 Package Price
$92.25
No. 2 Package Price
$117.95 ,
No. 3 Package Price
$126.75
1
WWI
SPORTING GOODS
589 Wilson Street, Brewer , _Maine 989-6677
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• Leopards are sky high
[continued from page 171
out of Philadelphia has completed 63
percent of his passes this year for 930 yards
and four touchdowns. Taking his place will
be senior Scott Sautter, who has seen
limited action as a back up for the past two
years, but a man whom Putnam has a great
deal of confidence in.
"Sautter was in the Penn game for three
quarters last week and did an outstanding
job," said Putnam. "He's a good option
quarterback that can also throw, and our
game plan doesn't change a bit with him in
there. He is as dependable a backup as
you'd want."
The Leopards have a better-than-
average running game with last year's
leading rusher. Brian Musician, a 6'2"
210-pound senior, at fullback and sopho-
more tailback Ed Rogusky, who came off
the bench last week to gain 54 yards
against Penn.
If Sautter decides to throw it, his favorite
receiver will be tight end Rich Smith,
who's caught 22 passes for 336 yards this
season.
Putnam said his team can't look past
Maine, despite their record, perhaps
because of the surprise the Bears gave
them last year on Lafayette's home field.
As far as the Bears go, it's going to be
John Tursky at quarterback, despite his
disappointing performance at UConn last
week.
"John had a little trouble executing, and
I think he was nervous. His arm is fine, and
last week he threw the ball with good
velocity. He's about 100 percent right now,
but I hope he hasn't lost his confidence,
because we haven't lost it in him."
Bicknell said he plans to use freshman
back James Cassidy and sophomore Steve
McCue, along with Mike Edelstein, a little
more in the backfield in the next few games
in an effort to get some much needed
offense, but added, "We only have five
backs, due to injuries. and I really can't
start throwing inexperienced kids into the
lineup unless they're ready. Believe me, if
we had a great one on the bench, we'd be
using him. From a coaching standpoint, we
may be doing a little too much right now,
trying to give our kids an edge. Maybe
we've got to go back to basics."
Lafayette results (4-3)
Opp
Lafayette
31 Gettysburg 0
14 at Army 24
10 Kings Point 13
0 at Columbia 21
17 Fordham 14
14 at Buckneli 7
20 Penn 19
Oct 28 at Maine 1 30
Nov 4 at Colgate 1 CC
Nov 11 at Davidson 1 30
Nov 18 Lehigh 1 30
OLD TOWNIIORONO YMCA IS OFFERING CLASSES IN:
JUDO CLASS, beginning Nov. 6th for 10 weeks will be held Mon. &
Weds. evenings from 8-10 p.m. at the YMCA Annex.
Instructor—Tom Proburt
(co-ed) membership plus slight fee required.
"TRIM GYM" rhythmic movement, perfect suplement to weight
reduction program or aerobics. Twice weekly for seven weeks
beginning week of Nov. 6.
Classes offered: Mon-Wed 7-8p.m. Tues-Thurs. 7-8p.m.
Tues-Thurs 9:30-10:30a.m.
telephone 827-2608
What would Socrates
think of O'Keefe?
If you question long enough and deep enough, certain truths about
O'Keefe become evident.
It has a hearty, full-bodied flavor. It is smooth and easy going down.
And, the quality of its head is fact rather than philosophical
conjecture.
We think there's one truth about O'Keefe that Socrates would not
question: Its too good to gulp. As any rational man can taste.
O'Keefe
Golden Ale
It's too good to gulp.
"New
r.-.4,11110
Imported from Canada bs Century Importers. Inc New York. NN
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SELECTING THE
PROPER GEAR
 -71The Busch label is where it
all begins. Note
the snowy
peaks
ed
thereto.
They
are
the
moun-
tains.
. ou are the moun-
taineer. And this is
an ad The subject of
which is selecting the
proper gear for
mountaineering.
(It all fits to-
gether so nicely,
doesn't it?)
First and
foremost, you'll
need to pop the
mountain top. For
this task, faithful moun-
taineers use a church
key. Secular moun-
taineers use a bottle
opener. Don't be con-
fused by these antics
with semantics. Just
remember, the opener is
your primary tool. Be
true to it and it will be
true to you.
Second, choose a
glass. Here the options
become immense.
German steins, hand-
blown pilseners,
old jelly jars.
that cute
little
lurch Key used by
faithful mountaineers ,
r. Boffo mug you've
had since third grade.
Be adventurous.
Experiment. Most
mountaineers have a
personal preference. You'll
develop one too.
Food is next. Proper
mountaineering, not
to mention proper nutri-
tion, requires a smorgas-
bord selection of snacks.
• Some mountaineers
have suffered from a
potato chip deficiency,
a pretzel imbalance or
other serious dietary de-
fects. Plan ahead 
Don't just reach for a beer.
Anheuser-Busch Inc Cr LOti.5 MO
• Comfort is crucial. If you'
• mountaineer in
;,.• public, pick
a padded
bar stool,
preferably
one that
spins
(to
tate admir-
ing the. -
• 
fadili-
)scenery). At
home, a com-
fortable chair or sofa will
do. Rule of thumb: if it
feels good, and the police •
don't seem to mind, do it.
Then turn on the
tube or spin a tune or
crack a good book The
choice is strictly
between you and the
dominant hemisphere
of your brain Of course,
some mountaineers
say the smooth, re-
freshing taste of Busch
is entertainment enough.
And thank goodness
they do, because
it's an excellent
conclusion
(Comfort is crucial
